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Important Safety Instructions
This symbol warns the user of dangerous voltage levels localized within the
enclosure.
This symbol advises the user to read all accompanying literature for safe
operation of the unit.
△ Read, retain, and follow all instructions. Heed all warnings.
△ Only connect the power supply cord to an earth grounded AC receptacle in accordance with
the voltage and frequency ratings listed under INPUT POWER on the rear panel of this product.
△ WARNING: To prevent damage, fire or shock hazard, do not expose this unit to rain or
moisture.
△ Unplug the power supply cord before cleaning the unit exterior (use a damp cloth only).
Wait until the unit is completely dry before reconnecting it to power.
△ Maintain at least 6 inches (15.25 cm)of unobstructed air space behind the unit to allow for
proper ventilation and cooling of the unit.
△ This product should be located away from heat sources such as radiators, heat registers, or
other products that produce heat.
△ This product may be equipped with a polarized plug (one blade wider than the other). This
is a safety feature. If you are unable to insert the plug into the outlet, contact an electrician to
replace your obsolete outlet. Do not defeat the safety purpose of this plug.
△ Protect the power supply cord from being pinched or abraded.
△ This product should only be used with a cart or stand that is recommended by the
manufacturer.
△ The power supply cord of this product should be unplugged from the outlet when left
unused for a long period of time, or during electrical storms.
△ This product should be serviced by qualified service personnel when: the power supply cord
or the plug has been damaged; or objects have fallen, or liquid has been spilled onto the
product; or the product has been exposed to rain; or the product does not appear to operate
normally or exhibits a marked change in performance; or the product has been dropped, or the
enclosure damaged.
△ Do not drip nor splash liquids, nor place liquid filled containers on the unit.
△ CAUTION: No user serviceable parts inside, refer servicing to qualified personnel only.
△ Plexsound amplifiers and loudspeaker systems are capable of producing very high sound
®

pressure levels which may cause temporary or permanent hearing damage. Use care when
setting and adjusting volume levels during use.	
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INTRODUCTION
Thank you for purchasing a Plexsound Psychonote BW10 amplifier. The Plexsound Psychonote BW10 employs pure and simple, classic 60s British circuits
combined with a fixed-bias output section for added punch. Using this classic circuit heritage as a springboard, we have refined and innovated, creating our
own unique blend of circuitry which yields rich, clean tones and chunky, smooth overdrives. You will find the Plexsound Psychonote BW10 works
exceptionally well with pedals – staying dimensional and bringing out the best from your guitar.
Please take time to familiarize yourself with this manual.

FRONT PANEL

A Guitar Socket
Foot switchable channel input. Footswitch & cables included.

B&C Volume1 & Volume2
Adjusts the loudness and drive of the amplifier channels. The Plexsound Psychonote
BW10 has an extended range volume control and you will find you can sweep from sweet and clean to very distorted.
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D Bass
Varies low end from lean to full. Generally, the louder the Volume, the less Bass you will need as the amp sounds increasingly full as you turn it up. To retain
clarity, it is best to turn the Bass down at high volumes.

E Middle
Adjusts the level of the mid-frequencies of your Plexsound Psychonote BW10.

F Treble
Varies the level of high frequencies from dark to bright.
NOTE: Like many vintage amplifiers, all tone controls are pre-distortion and adjusting them determines how the amplifier will overdrive.

G Presence
The Presence is used to emphasize top end frequencies by removing the output section Negative Feedback from the high end. For flat/even tone, set the
presence to 0 (oﬀ). For typical shimmer set it to 12 o’clock. To push top end and increase bite use higher settings. This control is very useful in setting your
overall brightness and cut. It is interactive with the treble control and aﬀords a huge range of tones.
Note: If you move the knob quickly you will hear some ‘swooshing’ which is normal.

H Dwell
Adjusts the amount of signal sent to the reverb pan. At low Dwell settings the reverb sounds much like a guitar played into a large room. At high Dwell
settings (above four) the reverb signal will start to sound more “springy” or ‘twangy”.

I Reverb
The reverb “wet” signal and the “dry” signal are mixed together at this control. The mixer adjusts what percentage of the signal sent to the output stage is
from the reverb pan circuit compared to the dry signal. Higher settings equal more reverb.

J Play
When the Power switch and this switch are ON, your Plexsound Psychonote BW10 is ready to perform. In the Play position, power is supplied ONLY to the
tube filaments and sound will NOT come out of the amp. Using the Play switch during short breaks eliminates tube warm-up time and will increase tube
life.

K Pilot Jewel
Illuminates when the Plexsound Psychonote is receiving power. Should this bulb burn out, turn oﬀ and unplug the amplifier, unscrew the pilot jewel and
replace the lamp with a type T47 bulb.

L Power
Turns the AC power ON and OFF. When the amplifier is in the OFF position, the amplifier is completely shut down.
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REAR PANEL

A IEC Power Socket & Mains fuse
The line cord must be connected to a grounded AC receptacle in accordance with the voltage and frequency ratings as specified on the rear panel of the unit.
Mains fuse - In the unlikely event that a tube fails, the amp is protected by a 1.5 Amp slow blow fuse for 120v (North America) models or a 0.75 Amp slow
blow fuse for 240v (Europe) models. If the amp repeatedly blows fuses, have the unit tested by an authorized Plexsound service technician.

B Plate Fuse
In the unlikely event that a tube fails, the amp is protected by a 0.150 Amp slow blow fuse.

C Serial No
Displays the serial number of unit.

D External Speaker & Attenuator Socket (Disconnects Internal speaker)
Plug in external speakers here. Speakers (internal or external) must always be connected here while operating the unit. The Plexsound Psachonote BW10 is
designed to drive an 8 ohm load, and the speakers in Plexsound Psychonote BW10 combos and extension cabinets are configured to provide an 8 ohm load.
Maximum power and tone will be realized when connected to an 8 ohm speaker or extension cabinet. Use to connect an 8-16 ohm extension cabinet,
please note mismatched impedance will reduce the amplifiers performance and in some cases may cause damage to your amplifier. Try your Plexsound
Psychonote into Palmer extension cabinet (2 or 4 speakers, 8 ohm) - you will be amazed.
Damage will result from operating the Plexsound Psychonote BW10 without a speaker load.

E Attenuator Socket (internal speaker)
Plug in the silencer output.

F Foot Pedal Reverb
Plug the included footswitch in here. The footswitch enables on/oﬀ switching of the reverb eﬀects.
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BIASING YOUR PLEXSOUND PSYCHONOTE BW10
The Plexsound Psychonote BW10 is a fixed bias amplifier and requires a bias adjustment any time the power
tube is replaced. Any large octal pentode or beam power tube will function in the Plexsound Psychonote BW10
though the amplifier has been optimized for the 6L6 tube. The following tube types are compatible with the
Plexsound Psychonote BW10 after bias adjustment: 6L6, 5881, EL-34 and 6V6.
The Plexsound Psychonote BW10 tubes are calibrated to a rating using Orange DIVO tube rating
hardware. This way you can replace power tubes yourself without an expensive tip to tech for a rebias, use
other rating system tubes a you can always order spares directly from us. You can just plug in a new set power
tubes that match the same rating, or experiment with diﬀerent preamp tubes to even future refine the amp to
your taste.
If you are uncomfortable with the above instructions, please see a qualified electronics technician for bias adjustments.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Nominal Supply Voltage

∼115V, ∼230V, 50/60Hz

Power Consumption

130W

Output Power Rating

20W

Loudspeaker

Celestion Vintage G10 (8 ohm)

Input Impedance

1Mohm

Size (H x W x D)

480mm x 397mm x 235mm

Weight

17kg
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PLEXSOUND AMPLIFIERS WARRANTY
All Plexsound amplifiers are warranted to be free from defects in
workmanship (solder joints, hardware assembly etc.) for the lifetime

WARNING:
TO PREVENT FIRE OR SHOCK HAZARD,

of the original owner, and free from defects in materials (including

DO NOT EXPOSE THIS UNIT TO RAIN OR MOISTURE.

cabinet) for three years from the date of purchase by the original

NO USER SERVICEABLE PARTS INSIDE, REFER SERVICING TO

owner, provided that:

QUALIFIED PERSONNEL ONLY. THIS UNIT MUST BE EARTH

▶ The owner mails the signed warranty registration card (next page)

GROUNDED.

and a copy of the original sales receipt to SerwiTECH within thirty
days of purchase.
▶ Problems are not the result of misuse, abuse, tampering, circuit modification, improper tube installation (incorrect orientation of tubes can damage the
amp), or spilled beverages, as these will void the warranty.
▶ The amplifier is shipped to SerwiTECH in the original packing materials with freight paid by the purchaser. We pay the return shipping after the warranty
work is complete.
Tubes, speaker(s), and reverb tanks carry a ninety-day warranty, and are subject to the same terms and conditions as above.
Please call us at +48 667432000 if you have a warranty claim. Be prepared to provide the model and serial number of your amp. We will issue a Return
Merchandise Authorization number (RMA#) before the amplifier is shipped for service.
For customers outside of EU, warranty and repair service is provided through the dealer where the amp was purchased.
Shipping address:
SerwiTECH
Wyganowska 14, 03-085 Warsaw
Poland
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PLEXSOUND PSYCHONOTE BW10 BLOCK DIAGRAM

Tubes
Type

Manufacture

6L6 WXT+ (output stage)

Sovtec

2

12AX7 Selected & Balanced (phase inverter)

TAD

1

7025 Highgrade Premium Selected (premap)

TAD

1

12AX7 (preamp)

Mullard reuses

1

12AT7 (reverb driver)

TungSol

1

12AX7 (reverb recovery)

JJ

1

GZ34 (rectifier)

JJ

1
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TIPS
Plexsound Psychonote BW10 with Power Attenuator (Silencer) ➡

Plexsound Psychonote BW10 with Power Attenuator (Silencer) ➡
and External Cabinet

Plexsound Psychonote BW10 with External Cabinet ➡

In the interest of continued product development, Serwitech reserves the right to amend product specification without prior
notification.
This product conforms to the requirements of the following European Regulations, Directives & Rules: CE Mark, Low Voltage, EMC, RoHS, WEEE.

In order to reduce environmental damage, at the end of its useful life, this product must not be disposed of along with normal house hold
waste to landfill sites. It must be taken to an approved recycling centre according to the recommendations of the WEEE directive applicable in
your country.
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